Theorem A is a Boolean tautology iff there exists an MLL theorem B and a wea-con (weakening and contracting) function from the leaves of B to the leaves of A.
Boolean proof net on A = MLL net on B + wea-con function 
Vertices: leaves of A Edges: pairs of leaves whose least common ancestor is ∧.
3 maximal cliques (max-cliques): {w}, {x, y}, {x, z} (the co-clauses of the DNF expansion of A).
f : leaves(A) → leaves(B) is wea-con when it:
(1) maps max-cliques of G(A) to max-cliques of G(B)
(2) preserves labels (literals) 
Semantics of classical proofs, e.g. MLL + contr + weak
Gentzen-style (sequents) Hilbert-style (terms)
Significance for CL, Classical Logic
Girard's decomposition: CL = MLL + Additives 
